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Geometry of epitaxial GaAs/(Al,Ga)As quantum dots as seen by excitonic spectroscopy
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It is shown that exciton and multiexciton emission lines (“spectral barcode”) of a quantum dot conceal nontrivial
structural information on the shape and size of the dot, information which can be uncovered by comparison with
atomistic many-body theory. Application to the newly established strain-free GaAs quantum dots grown via
“droplet epitaxy” onto AlGaAs matrix reveal the shape and size as “seen” by spectroscopy. The results show
that the previously determined dot height (∼14 nm) as “seen” by cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy
(XSTM) could not possibly be consistent with the excitonic signature (1.7–1.9 eV), as the latter must reflect
dot height of 1–4 nm. Multiexciton “barcode” and fine structure spitting suggest GaAs/AlGaAs dots are in
Gaussian-shape in agreement with XSTM measurement. Both spectroscopy and XSTM measurements were
done on GaAs dots capped by the Al0.3 Ga0.7 As barrier layer. The fact that XSTM sees tall dots and spectroscopy
sees short dots is thus not because the dot change its height in one experiment relative to the other but because
different dots must have been used. This was uncovered by theoretical simulation of the experiment showing that
the two experiments could not possibly correspond to the same dot.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular spectroscopy has always been intimately connected with molecular structure and symmetry through fundamental interpretative constructs such as symmetry-mandated
selection-rules, level-degeneracies, and polarization.1 Yet,
the spectroscopy of epitaxial semiconductor quantum dots
(QDs)—large simple molecules made of 103 –106 atoms such
as Si, InAs, or GaAs—has been largely conducted and interpreted without basic knowledge of the underlying structure.
Indeed, the extremely rich (10–20 lines), high-resolution (∼
10 μeV) single-dot excitonic spectra of such simple “macromolecules” being now measured almost routinely2–7 has not
been accompanied by detailed structural information, other
than cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy (XSTM)
measurements,8,9 which, however, can produce a range of
diverging structures from the same measured relaxation profile
on the same dot.10,11 Attempts to bridge this gap between
spectra and structure have recently been made in the context of
self-assembled (strained) In(Ga)As/GaAs dots by combining
measured excitonic spectra with XSTM structural assessment
of the same dot sample, using quantitative excitonic theory as
the bridge. It was found10 that the calculated excitonic spectra
produced by using as input a range of structural models offered
by XSTM conflicted with the experimental spectra in a number
of crucial aspects. However, a structure derived theoretically
by matching the calculated spectra with experiment did agree
with the basic data used to derive XSTM structural models (i.e.,
the measured outer relaxation profile of the cleaved dot). It
was concluded that high-resolution excitonic spectra contains
significant structural information that can be unearthed using
theory as a mining tool.
Until recently, epitaxial quantum dots were made mostly
by a growth protocol [“Stranski-Krastanov” or (SK)],3,4,12
requiring that the dot material have a significantly different
lattice constant (generally larger) than the substrate on which
1098-0121/2011/84(23)/235317(5)

it is grown, e.g., InAs-on-GaAs4 or InP-on-GaP.12 Latticematched material pairs such as GaAs on AlGaAs or InAs on
GaSb were excluded until recently. The advent of “droplet
epitaxy” growth mode13 (involving growth of cation-element
droplets on a substrate and subsequently their crystallization
into QDs by incorporation of the anion-element) has changed
this, enabling epitaxial dots of lattice-matched pairs, thus
opening a window to the understanding of the confinement
physics of fundamental semiconductor material such as GaAs.
The GaAs/AlGaAs dot is not just another SK dot system
such as InAs/GaAs. Indeed, it is unstrained and was grown
by a completely different growth method (the molecular
droplet epitaxy) rather than the gas-phase MBE used to grow
InAs/GaAs. Furthermore, here GaAs is the dot, whereas
in InAs/GaAs the barrier is GaAs and the dot is InAs.
Therefore, the conduction and valence band offsets (confinement potentials) in these two types of dots are different.
Moreover, InAs and GaAs differ in bandgap, electron, and hole
effective masses and the relative positions of the conduction
states at ,X,L. It is, thus, by no means obvious that there
will be a similarity in the electronic structure results of
GaAs/AlGaAs with InAs/GaAs. Indeed, the electronic structure we find is very different in a critical respect: the order of
hole states. In GaAs/AlGaAs the light-hole (LH)-derived
S-like state lies between two heavy-hole (HH)-derived P-like
hole states, whereas in InAs/GaAs the LH state is well below
the HH-derived P-like hole states.
Recent XSTM measurement8 suggested that such QDs
have Gaussian-shape instead of lens-shape as measured by
an atomic force microscope (AFM)2,15–17 and dot height
is around 14 nm.8,15 The measured exciton band gap by
optical spectroscopy is about 1.7–1.9 eV.2,17–20 The present
paper discusses the spectra versus structure link for such
QDs. We find that the GaAs QDs grown by droplet epitaxy
approach indeed have Gaussian-shape as suggested by a recent
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XSTM measurement.8 However, we find that dots as seen
by optical spectroscopy are 1–4 nm height rather than the
XSTM-determined value of 14 nm. AFM was not used but
rather XSTM. Thus, the dots are all overgrown by a cap. The
fact that XSTM sees tall dots and spectroscopy sees short
dots is, thus, not because the dot changes its height in one
experiment relative to the other but because different dots must
have been used. This was uncovered by theoretical simulation
of the experiment showing that the two experiments could not
possibly correspond to the same dot.

Exciton (X) gap energy (eV)

1.9

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

The one-particle states of a GaAs/AlGaAs QD are obtained
by solving the Schrödinger equation of crystal (dot + matrix)
potential V (r) in a plane-wave basis set.21 The screened potential V (r) is described as a superposition of overlapping atomic
(pseudo)
  potentials centered at the atomic positions: V (r) =
n
α v̂α (r − Rn − dα ), where v̂α (r − Rn − dα ) pertains to
atom-type α at site dα in the nth primary cell Rn .21 Thus,
it forces upon eigenstates the correct atomically resolved
symmetry. The atomic potentials v̂α were empirically fit to
experimental transition energies, spin-orbit splittings, effective
masses, and deformation potentials of the bulk materials
as well as the band offset between two materials in a
heterostructure.21 Specifically, fitted band gap is within 5 meV
of the experimental value.21 The (multi)exciton complexes
are calculated using a configuration-interaction (CI) method22
in a basis set of Slater determinants {v,c } constructed
from 16 electron and 16 hole (one-particle) states. The
electron-hole (e-h) Coulomb interaction (binding the e-h pair
and thus forming the exciton) and e-h exchange interaction
(splitting symmetry-different exciton states) screened by a
size-dependent screening function22 as well as correlations
are introduced in CI.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Measured structure. GaAs/GaAlAs QDs grown by droplet
epitaxy by Sakoda’s group19 were initially described on the
basis of AFM measurements of uncapped QDs15 as being
lens-shaped2,15–17 (schematic in left inset to Fig. 1), with
averaged [11̄0]-elongated base size of 70 × 50 nm (spread
±10%) and dot height of 14 nm (spread ±19%).15 Subsequent,
more refined XSTM measurement by Keizer et al.8 of the
capped QDs grown by the same Sakoda’s group15,19 showed
instead a rather different, Gaussian shape (schematic in right
inset to Fig. 1) with an average base size of 40 nm, height of
14 nm and a size distribution of 10−20%.
Spectra of single exciton. The measured spectroscopy2,17–20
of the QDs grown by the same Sakoda’s group19 shows that the
fundamental exciton emission from all kinds of spectroscopy
measurements are in a range of 1.7–1.9 eV.
Calculated spectra for the measured structure leads to
conflict with assumed structure. We have calculated the exciton
gap energy of lens-shaped, Gaussian-shaped, and disk-shaped
strain-free GaAs/AlGaAs QDs using our atomistic many-body
pseudopotential method (Fig. 1). Notwithstanding the shape,
the QDs having calculated exciton energy in the range of the
experimental measured exciton energy of 1.7–1.9 eV are seen
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Atomistic many-body pseudopotential
calculated exciton emission energy of shape-symmetric Gaussianshaped, lens-shaped, and disk-shaped GaAs/Al0.3 Ga0.7 As QDs (base
size given in parentheses) as a function of dot height.

to have a much smaller dot height of only 1–4 nm compared
to the experimentally stated value (∼14 nm) by both AFM15
and XSTM8 approaches. This discrepancy, being well outside
the measured size-distribution in the sample, indicates that the
QDs measured by AFM or XSTM are not same as QDs seen
by optical spectroscopy. We conclude23 that the dot whose
height was measured to be 14 nm in Refs. 8 and 15 is not
the same dot used in Refs. 2 and 17–20 to measure the
band gap and fine excition structure. It is worth mentioning
that the XSTM measured dot height decreases from 14 nm
when QDs are grown by droplet epitaxy on a (001)-oriented
GaAs substrate8 to much smaller value of 2.3 ± 0.6 nm
when QDs are grown on a (311)A-oriented GaAs substrate.24
However, the measurement of XSTM8 and spectroscopy2,17–20
considered in this paper, as well as theory, are all on (001)
substrate.
Whereas to first order the magnitude of the excitonic
emission energy reveals information mostly on the dot height,
a more detailed measurement can also distinguish different dot
shapes. We see from Fig. 1 that for the same base size and dot
height, the lens-shaped QDs have an exciton gap energy that is
smaller by as much as ∼40 meV than that of Gaussian-shaped
QDs and that this is so in a wide range of dot heights of
1–12 nm. If droplet epitaxy grown GaAs/AlGaAs QDs are
known to be either lens-shaped or Gaussian-shaped, this
exciton shift is large enough to distinguish the QD shape
if the base size, dot height, and exciton energy of optical
spectroscopy seen QDs are accurately measured.
The shape of the dot as seen by the sequence of multiexciton
lines. Excitons in QDs can be created as neutral monoexciton
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Excitonic emission spectra of (a) symmetric lens-shaped and (b) symmetric Gaussian-shaped GaAs/Al0.3 Ga0.7 As
QDs with base size of b = 40 × 40 nm and dot height h = 2, 3, and 4 nm, respectively.

X0 having (1e,1h) or neutral biexciton XX0 having (2e,2h),
as well as charged excitons such as positive trion X+ with
(1e,2h), negative trion X− with (2e,1h), positive biexciton
XX+ with (2e,3h), and negative biexciton XX− with (3e,2h),
etc. Figure 2 shows the calculated emission spectra when a
single electron-hole pair recombines within such multiexciton
complexes.25 The spectra consist of a few lines. Specially
for XX+ and XX− we see four and two lines, respectively,
due to various S and P recombination channels and e-h
exchange interaction induced fine-structure splitting (FSS) of
multiexciton complexes. These multiexciton emission energies
reflects both Coulomb and correlation interactions between all
holes and electrons; these interactions ultimately reflect the
overlap of the corresponding wave functions, which is sensitive
to the shape and size of the QD. Such complex and implicit
dependences between the sequence of multiexciton lines
(“multiexciton barcode”) and QD structure were used recently
to decipher structural features from excitonic features. It was
proposed26 that such barcodes, consisting of X0 , X+ , X− ,
XX0 , XX+ , XX− , and X−2 lines can be correlated with geometrical features of the strained SK-grown InAs/GaAs QDs.
Here we will use this barcoding approach to unearth
structural features of another class of dots based on unstrained,
droplet epitaxy grown GaAs/GaAlAs. To do this we have
calculated the sequence of multiexcitonic lines for a large
number of dots covering three different basic shapes (lens
shape, Gaussian shape, and disk-shape) and many structural
parameters within these shapes (dot height, base size, shape
anisotropy). Using this barcoding method, we can build a link
between structure of strain-free GaAs/AlGaAs QDs and the
excitonic emission spectra. However, at present, the available
experimentally measured excitonic emission spectra of such
dots includes only neutral monoexciton X0 , positive and

negative trions X+ and X− , and neutral biexciton XX0 .2,17–20
Figure 2 shows the atomistic calculated emission spectra
(where we have aligned the energy of the monoexciton
X0 lines) for lens-shaped [Fig. 2(a)] and Gaussian-shaped
[Fig. 2(b)] QDs. In this partial excitonic emission spectra,
we find that the sequence of the following lines always obeys
some “hard rules”:26
X− < XX− < XX0 < X0 .

(1)

The hard rules observed in all experimental spectra2,17–20
are that (i) both X− and XX0 are red shifted with respect to
X0 (i.e., have positive binding energies) and (ii) the XX0 line
always lies between X0 and X− . Hard rule (iii)26 related to X−2
has not been measured yet for GaAs/AlGaAs QDs. These three
hard rules plus the position of X0 line will provide the dot base
size and height.26 From hard rules (i) and (ii) we estimate that
the optical spectroscopy seen QDs has base size of 30–40 nm.
It is interesting to find that the positive trion (X+ ) is related
to the QD shape. Figure 2(a) shows that in lens-shaped QDs,
the positive trion (X+ ) is always redshifted with respect to
neutral monexciton (X0 ). In contrast to lens-shaped QDs, in
Gaussian-shaped QDs [Fig. 2(b)] the X+ has a transition
from redshift to blueshift when dot height decreases, in
agreement with experimental measurements.2 Furthermore,
our calculated transition point EX0 = 1.758 eV also agrees
with experimental value of 1.748 eV.2 Thus, we conclude
that Gaussian-shape is more likely in droplet epitaxy grown
GaAs/AlGaAs QDs.
FSS of monoexciton vs QD shape. The FSS of an
exciton25,27–29 refers to the splitting of the optical allowed
(bright) exciton states due to both intrinsic crystal asymmetry
as well as external shape anisotropy. The role of these two
factors has been often confused in the literature,17,19,20,30
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leading to the misuse of the FSS to infer shape anisotropy:
In the Luttinger Hamiltonian representation, the effective
mass of hole is anisotropic in that its value along (100) is
different from along (110). Thus, if one ignores the fact
that the QDs under consideration are made of atomistically
discrete materials, the symmetry of circular based dot in this
Hamiltonian is C4v . Despite this, numerous papers18,31 claimed
that circular-based lens shape dot has D2d symmetry. This is
because in a continuum approximation the [110] and [11̄0]
directions are equivalent. In such a D2d symmetry, the fourfold
degenerate exciton (originating from an electron of Jz = ±1/2
and a heavy-hole of Jz = ±3/2) splits into double-degenerate
bright state (5 ) and two nondegenerate dark states (1 and 2 ,
respectively). Because 5 is degenerate in this approximation,
the FSS is zero for cylindrically symmetric dots under the
continuum point of view.
To account for the observed nonzero FSS, the continuum
theory assumes that the FSS originates, in its entirety, from
deviations from cylindrical symmetry of the overall QD
shape, i.e., shape anisotropy of the QDs.17,19,20,30 This shape
anisotropy (e.g., elongation in [11̄0] direction17,19,20 ) of QD
lowers then the D2d symmetry to C2v .32 The double-degenerate
bright 5 further splits into two nondegenerate states (2 and
4 ). The lifting of the degeneracy of the two bright exciton
states is referred to FSS and is used under the continuum
point of view to fit the measured FSS into a geometric shape
anisotropy.
In reality, the [110] and [11̄0] directions are nonequivalent
in zincblende crystal. This leads to the fact that even a
QD having circular-based shape already does not have the
commonly thought D2d symmetry but is already lowered to
C2v ; thus, even a shape-symmetric dot has nonzero FSS.
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Although, this intrinsic crystal anisotropy was pointed out
many times in atomistic theory,27,33,34 its contribution to FSS
has always been neglected by the community17,19,20,30 . Figure 3
shows the calculated atomistic many-body pseudopotential
FSS for symmetric and asymmetric Gaussian-shaped QDs
as well as symmetric lens-shaped and disk-shaped QDs. In
agreement with atomistic point view, we see that even the
shape-symmetric Gaussian-shaped dot with base size of 30 nm
has already a strong FSS (∼30 μeV for QDs having exciton
energy 1.7 eV) and that shape-asymmetry additionally adds
some (∼10 μeV) FSS. Whereas, the increase of base size for
the shape-symmetric dots from 30 to 40 nm reduces the FSS by
∼20 μeV. Thus, attributing all of the FSS to shape asymmetry
will greatly exaggerate the shape anisotropy.
It is most interesting to note that the slope of size-dependent
FSS for both symmetric and asymmetric Gaussian-shaped
QDs is opposite to the one seen in lens-shaped and in
disk-shaped QDs. Specifically, the FSS of the Gaussian-shaped
QDs decreases with increasing exciton emission energy (i.e.,
decreasing the dot height) in strong contrast to the case in
lens-shaped and disk-shaped QDs, where FSS increases with
increasing exciton emission energy. We ascribe these two
opposite size-dependent trends of FSS to two competitions: (i)
FSS will be enhanced by quantum confinement effect due to
increased overlapping of electron and hole wave functions; (ii)
FSS will be washed out by random AlGaAs alloy distribution
due to increased wave function leakage as decreasing the
dot height, accompanying the increase in the exciton gap.
Because wave functions are expected to be more localized
inside dot interior (at in-plane directions) in lens-shaped and
disk-shaped QDs than in Gaussian-shaped QDs, the item (i) is
dominantly in lens-shaped and disk-shaped QDs. However, in
Gaussian-shaped QDs, item (i) and (ii) are comparable. These
factors explain the observed opposite trends. The calculated
size-dependent trend of FSS in Gaussian-shaped QDs is in
excellent agreement with experimental measurement.17 Thus,
from the size-dependent trend of FSS, we also suggest that
droplet epitaxy grown GaAs/AlGaAs QDs are Gaussianshape.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) FSS neutral monoexciton of
GaAs/AlGaAs QDs as a function of exciton emission energy
(dot height) for different shapes (symmetric lens-shape, symmetric
disk-shape, and symmetric and asymmetric Gaussian-shape) and
base sizes (given in parentheses units in nm).

We show how the multiexciton spectra of a droplet epitaxy
QD encodes nontrivial structural information that can be
uncovered by atomistic many-body pseudopotential calculation. We calculated single-particle energy levels, exciton
gap, optical emission spectra, and FSS for a large number of
strain-free GaAs/AlGaAs QDs with three different shapes and
different structure parameters (base size, dot height, and shape
anisotropy). From such multiexciton complex emission spectra
and trend of size-dependent FSS, we show that the droplet
epitaxy strain-free GaAs/AlGaAs QDs are Gaussian-shape, in
agreement with XSTM measurement, but the dot height as
seen from optical spectroscopy measurements (exciton gap
energy) are 1–4 nm rather than ∼14 nm as seen from XSTM
measurement. This work promises that with increasing spectral
resolution, which would reveal even more multiexcitionic
barcode lines, much detailed structural information could be
revealed.
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